CASE STUDY

GLOBAL PAPER PRODUCTS MANUFACTURER
RESOLVES VOICE AND VIDEO ISSUES WITH
IMPROVED NETWORK MANAGEMENT
CHALLENGE

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
CUSTOMER TYPE: Packaging and paper
INDUSTRY: Manufacturing

BUSINESS CHALLENGE
Improve performance of voice and video applications
across the WAN

SOLUTION
Bring network application management in-house
with LiveNX

BUSINESS RESULTS
• Increased visibility into network performance
down to the flow level
• Significant improvement in video conferencing
and VoIP performance

A leading global producer of packaging, paper, pulp and recyclable products with
manufacturing operations employing 53,000 people in 40 locations in 24 countries was
experiencing application performance issues with its outsourced wide-area network.
VoIP, video, and telepresence apps suﬀered from poor audio and video quality and
dropped connections. The network team determined that it was time to bring network
management back in-house to acquire greater visibility and exercise control over
network performance and service-level agreement (SLA) enforcement.
The company embraced the capabilities of software-deﬁned wide-area networking
(SD-WAN) with Cisco’s IWAN solution to take advantage of the beneﬁts of SDN, such as
reduced hardware and operational costs while improving ﬂexibility, availability, and
resilience. They needed a network performance management platform that simpliﬁed
conﬁguration, monitoring, and troubleshooting across dozens of locations while
providing granular visibility into the network down to the level of ﬂows and interfaces.

SOLUTION
After investigating the alternatives, the network team selected LiveNX from LiveAction,
the Cisco-recommended management solution for IWAN. The LiveNX
single-pane-of-glass view of the network allows network operation center (NOC)
engineers to get a clear understanding of the performance of the WAN at a glance, and
to drill down on trouble spots, as indicated through color-coding.
LiveNX seamlessly integrates support for Cisco’s Medianet Monitoring family of features
for enhancing visibility into the network to accelerate voice, video, and data application
deployment. The GUI simpliﬁes end-to-end analysis and mitigation of QoS issues,
dramatically reducing the time-to-resolution as compared to troubleshooting via the
command-line interface.

RESULTS
Using LiveNX, the network team was able to bring network application management
in-house and get immediate visibility into the quality of service (QoS) being delivered
across the WAN for latency-sensitive applications such as voice and video.
Through Medianet Monitoring integration, the NOC used Mediatrace analysis to observe
and control telepresence, VoIP and video application performance across 40 locations.
Automated IP SLA jitter tests alerted network engineers whenever MOS scores fell below
2.0, a sure sign of media performance issues, allowing them to respond to and resolve
problems quickly.
Customized IWAN management and LiveNX training for multiple groups, including the
NOC, the help desk, engineering, the voice/video team, the security team, and the
telecom team maximized the eﬀectiveness of the solution.
The result was a signiﬁcant improvement in VoIP/Video and application performance,
troubleshooting and resolution.
”LiveNX provides superior network visibility extending from the data center and through
the WAN end-to-end,” the network data architect said.
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
LiveNX and LiveUX Downloads
Free downloads ofhttp:LiveNX
//hubs.ly/H05Bh1s0and httLiveUX
p://hubs.ly/H05Bh1t0are available now. Visit our webpage to discover more details and beneﬁts of LiveNX
and LiveUX.
Upcoming Webinars
Check out our updated webinar
schedule—gain insights from our special presenters about topics like QoS, Hybrid WAN
http://hubs.ly/H05Bl9Y0
Management, Capacity Planning and more.
Additional Resources
Case studies, white papers, eBooks and more are available for your learning on the LiveAction
resources page.
http://hubs.ly/H05Bh1v0

”LiveNX provides superior network visibility extending from
the data center and through the WAN end-to-end.”
— Network Data Architect for a Global Paper Products Manufacturer
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